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ABSTRACT 
We construct the inverse and give a formula for the determinant of a block 
Toeplitz matrix generated by an analytic symbol of special form. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Assume that A+(z) [A-(z)] is a matrix function of order s X s and that 
it is analytic and invertible in the region Jz( < 1 [ 1~1 > 11. Let T&Z) be a 
polynomial of degree 9 which has no zeros in the s-neighborhood of the unit 
circle, and let m be an integer. Let us expand the matrix function 
~‘“[r,(z)]~‘A+(z) [z”[T&z)]-%(z)] in a Laurent series in the ring do- 
main 1 - E < 1.~1 < 1 [ 1 < (z( < 1 + E] and construct a block Toeplitz matrix 
T,‘= { A;_j}:;:O, n = 1,2 ,..., of order ~I.SXTI.S, where A:, i=O,fl,..., 
are matrix coefficients of the Laurent series. 
In this paper we derive formulae for [T,,’ ] ’ and det T,,’ using our 
techniques described in [ 1,2]. These formulae give the expression for [T,’ ] -I 
(det T,’ ) in terms of the inverse (determinant) of a matrix of fixed order 
which does not depend on n. In the “ + ” case the order of this matrix is 
(9 - m)s ~(9 - m)s, and in the “ -” case it is ms x ms. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that in the “ + ” case m >, 0 and all zeros of 7& ,z ) are 
inside the unit circle, and in the “ - ” case all zeros are outside the unit circle 
or T$ z) = const. We note that the class of matrices under consideration 
includes all quasi-lower-triangular and quasi-upper-triangular block Toeplitz 
matrices. Such matrices are generated by symbols z-4A + (Z ) and z “‘A - ( z ), 
respectively. 
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Let P,I,k2( - cc < k, < k, < M) be a projector acting in the space of 
s-dimensional vector functions analytic in the ring domain (Y < (z] < /I by the 
rule 
We put Pk = Pok, Pp = P_ cc, _ 1. 
Under the natural isomorphism {Q(i’}:~d = C~~~Z’@(“, the matrix I’,,’ 
corresponds to the operator P,, _ lz”’ [ 7J z)] -‘A’(z)P,~~ 1. Therefore we shall 
further identify the matrix I’,* with the operator P,, lzm[ T~,( z)] ‘A’( ,z)P,- 1. 
1. INVERSE MATRICES 
Consider the “ + ” case first. 
THEOREM 1.1. Ifnz > q then det I’,: = 0 for all n > q. 
Proof. Let @a be an arbitrary s-dimensional vector. Then 
That is, r<,( .Z)Z “Py- ‘@a E Ker T,’ and T,: is singular. n 
Let B+(Z) = [A+(Z)]-‘, and Wy’,,, be a block Toeplitz matrix of order 
(q - m)s x(q - m)s generated by the Laurent series of the matrix function 
~~~“[r~(z)]~~B+(z) in the ring domain 1 -EC ]z] < 1. 
THEOREM 1.2. If m < q, n > max{ 1, m }, then det T: = 0 if uncl only if 
det W,‘_,,, = 0. 
Proof. Let det T,’ = 0. Then there exists a vector polynomial Q’,, i( z ) 
( f 0) of degree at most n - 1 such that 
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zrn [ 79(z)] -‘A+(z)@, l(Z) = z”@+(z)+ a-(z), (1.1) _ 
where all the coefficients of the Laurent expansion of the vector function 
Q+(Z) [V(Z)] with negative [nonnegative] indices are zero. It follows from 
(1.1) that 
A+(z)@_,(z) = .z “-“~,(z)~+(z)+ z”-“[z-%q(z)~-(z)] 
=2 “-“~q(~>~+(~)+ \k4-“l-l(z), (1.2) 
where q q _“~_ r(z) is some vector polynomial of degree at most 9 - m - 1. 
Note that ‘k,_,P,(z)fO; otherwise Qp,_,(z)=O. Multiplying (1.2) by 
zqP”[rq(z)]-lB+(.z), we get 
Zq[rq(Z)] -lZ-“Qn_l(Z) = zq-“B+(z)@+(z) 
+ Z”-“(rq(Z)] -lR’(z)*qP,,,_,(Z). (1.3) 
Therefore P, _ m _ 1z o-“[~q(z)]-lB+(z)~q_.,~,(z) =O, that is, qq_,,,-i(~) E 
Ker W,i_m. 
The reverse statement can be proved analogously. n 
THEOREM 1.3. Letm<:q, n>max{l,m}, detT,+#O, and F9,_l(~) be 
an arbitrary vector polynomial of degree at most n - 1. Then 
[T,+] -1F,_l=p,_lz~q7q(z)P~_1zq~q(z)] -%+(z) 
+ q-mF”_l(z) + ~q_m_l(z,} > 
where Fn’,_ 1(~) = P,_ ,z-~T~(z)F,_ 1(z) and the vector polynomial qq_,,,_ ,( z), 
of degree at most 9 - m - 1, is defined by the equation 
P q-m~ml Zq-“[Tq(z)] -1B+(z){24~nl~~~1(Z)+\lly_-,a_1(3)} =o (1.4) 
(this is system of linear equations with the coefficient matrix W=_,,,). 
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Proof. Let H(z) = nq[~q(z)]-lB+(.z){ zq~l)lF~_I(z)+ *q-,,_,(z)}. It 
follows from (1.4) that H(z)= z”H-(z)+ ~“+q-“~H+(z), where all the 
coefficients of the Laurent expansion of the vector function H’(z) [H-(z)] 
with negative [nonnegative] indices are zero. We have 
= P n-l z”-~A+(z)P,~~H(z) 
x [p- + KmlH(d 
= P n-lZ “‘pqA+(z)P_m,n_lH(~) 
+ Pn_lz”‘[~q(z)] -lA+(z)P-z~q~q(~)~n+q-“LH+(z) 
=P n-1 z”‘~~A+(z)H(z) - P,~lu”“‘~qA+(5)P,,,H(,_) 
= Pn_l~mpqA+(s)zq[ am] %+(z) 
= P”-#q~q(z)] -‘P,1~~q7,(z)F,_,(z) = F,_,(z). n 
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THEOREM 1.4. lf m = q, then for all n >, q the matrix T,’ is invertible 
and its inverse matrix is defined by the formula 
[T,+] -‘F,_,= P,_lz~q7q(z)P,_1zq [T,(Z)] -1B+(s)P,_,z~q7,(z)F,,_,(2). 
As in the previous case, the proof of this theorem is straightforward. 
Consider now the “ - ” case. Since the results are similar to the previous 
case, we give only the statements. We denote 
B-b)= [A-b)] -t W,, =P,,_lzn[~q(z)] %(z P,,~~. 
THEOREM 1.5. lfm<O then detT; =0 foralln>q. 
THEOREM 1.6. Zf m > 0, n >, max{ 1, q - m}, then det T; = 0 if and 
only if det W,T = 0. 
THEOREM 1.7. Letm>O, n>max{l,q-m},detT; #O, andF,-,(z) 
be an arbitrary vector polynomial of degree at most n - 1. Then 
[T;] -'F,_,= P,-,7q(z)P,_1[~“17,1(=)] %(z){ F>,-l(z)+ z”‘P~,,_~(z)}, 
where 1’,_((z) = P,_17q(z)F,_1(z) and the vector polynomial *n,_I( z) of 
degree at most m - 1 is defined by the equation 
(this is a system of linear equations with the coefficient matrix W,; ). 
THEOREM 1.8. Zf m = 0, then for all n >, max{ 1, q} the matrix T,; is 
invertible and its inverse matrix is defined by 
[T;] -‘F,_,= P ,,-lTq(z)e,-,[Tq(z)] -‘~-(s)P,-,7,(z)F,_,(z). 
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2. DETERMINANTS 
As in Section 1, we shall consider the “ + ” case in detail and give only the 
statements for the “ - ” case. Assume, without loss of generality, that in 
the “ + ” case A+(O) = Z and the first coefficient of T&Z) is equal to one; in 
the “ _ ” 
W+ 
case A (co) = Z and r,(O) = 1. Now we denote the matrices T,*, 
Q ~ m [ W; ] as T,’ (m ), Wi- ,,( q - n) [ W,; ( n )] respectively. It follows from 
Theorem 1.1 that if m > q, then det TJ( m) = 0 for all n > q. Let us consider 
the m = q and m -C q cases separately. 
THEOREM 2.1. detT,i(q)=detT,t(q)foralZn>q. 
Proof According to Theorem 1.4, det T,t( q) # 0. Let us partition the 
matrix [T,‘(q)] _ ’ into blocks of order s X s. Let L, be the block located in 
the upper left comer. Then, using the theorem on minors of the inverse 
matrix [8], we get 
detL,=detTJ_,(q).[detTz(q)] -l. 
On the other hand, det L, can be obtained from the equation 
[r,:(q)]~,,~1=p,,_,zq[7q(=)] -‘A+(z)@,&) = F,, (2.1) 
where F, is an arbitrary s-dimensional vector. Equation (2.1) is thus equiva- 
lent to the following equalities: 
Hence @‘,_ r(O) = F,. Since op,_ i(O) = L,F,, it follows that L, = I. There- 
fore det T,‘_ 1(q) = det T,‘(q). w 
THEOREM 2.2. Let m < q, n > 2q - m. Then 
detT,+(m) = ( - 1)“(9--m)s detTc(q)detW,+_,,(q-n). (2.2) 
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is true. If it is not, replace the matrix function A+(z) by the matrix function 
A+(z)+Q:,“‘-iX$- n’-iI, where Xi are small numbers. By a proper choice 
of x a’.“’ x it is always possible to have the condition (2.3) fulfilled. 
Then use thiPflitl;hat the determinants in (2.3) are continuous functions of 
x Xq-??--l. ()“.‘> 
Let us partition the matrix [T,‘_ i( m + i)] ‘, 0 < i < 9 - m - 1, into blocks 
of order s X s. Let L, n_,~ r be the block located in the upper right corner of 
the matrix [ T,l_i( m +‘i)] -l. Then by the theorem on minors of the inverse 
matrix. 
det LO,n_i_l= ( - l)‘“-‘-” SdetT~_i_,(m+i+l)~[detT,~_i(m+i)]~l. 
(2.4) 
On the other hand, det L,, n _ i 1 can be obtained from the equation 
=z n-i-l F 0> (2.5) 
where F, is an arbitrary sdimensional vector. Equation (2.5) is equivalent to 
the following equalities: 
z”“i[~q(z)] -lA+(z)(P,_,_~(=;)=z”-i-lFo+zn~i~+(=;)+~-(~), 
(2.6) 
A+(z)@,_~_,(z) = ~&)z”-~“-~~-~F~ 
A+(z)@~_~_,(z) = rq(~)~n-rn-2i-1F0 
+2 “-‘n-2’,(z),+(z)+,q_n,_i_1(z). (2.8) 
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Since n - m - 2i - 1 a 1, it follows that @ n_i-,(0) = \k,_,,_i_,(0). In order 
to get *~-,,l-i-I(0), multiply both parts of (2.8) by z~~“+~[T~(z)]-~B+(z) 
and then apply the projector P, _ “, _ i _ ,: 
0 = Pq-m_i-l~q-m-i-lFo+ Pq-,i_i-,~q-n+i[~q(~)] -‘R+(z)+~_,,,_~_,(z) 
Hence [W,+_,_i_l(q - n + i)J\k,_,_,_, = - ~q-“‘-~~‘&. Using the for- 
mula for minors of the inverse matrix once again and assuming for conve- 
nience that det W,‘(29 - m - n) = 1, we have 
det L ~,n-i_~=(-l)5(-l)‘q~m-i~1’SdetW~~,,_i_,(9-n+i+I) 
. [det W,‘_,_i(q - n + i)] -l. (2.9) 
Comparing (2.4) and (2.7) we get 
( - 1)‘” - 1’s 
detT,t_i+,(m + i +l) 
detT,‘_,(m +i) 
=(_l)(q-“).de~~+~~i-~(u-n+i+l). 
q+-nl-i(9 - n + i) 
(2.10) 
Substituting i = 0,l , . . ,9 - m - 1 into (2.10) and multiplying the equations 




= ( _ l) q-“,)~g 
detW,1_t(o - n> ’ 
Hence 
detT,:(m)=( -l)“(q-“‘)sdetT,+_q+,,(9)detW,+_,,,(9-n). (2.11) 
Since n - 9 + m 2 9, it follows according to Theorem 2.1 that det T:_, +,,,( 9) 
= det T,‘( 9). Then from (2.11) 
detTz(m)=( -l)n(q~“‘)s detTl(q)detW,+_,,(q- n). 
We shall show further that (2.2) is true also for n > max{ 1, m }. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let m < 4, n 2 max{ 1, m}. Then (2.2) holds true. 
Proof. Let n > max{ 1, m }. Assume, without loss of generality, that 
det T,‘(m) # 0. Let us partition the matrix [T,‘(m)] - ’ into blocks of order 
s x s. Let L, be the block located in the upper left corner. Then, as before, 
we have 
detL,=detT,+_,(m).[detT,t(m)] -l. (2.12) 
Consider the equation 
[TZ(m)]Qn_,=P,_,zm [r&z)] P’A+(#‘_i(z) = F,, (2.13) 
where F, is an arbitrary vector. It is obvious that @‘, _ i(0) = L,F,. Equation 
(2.13) is equivalent to the following equalities: 
z”A+(z)Q,_i(z) = +)F,+ z”~~(z)~+(z)+~~(~)~.(z), (2.14) 
~“‘A+(z)@~_,(z) = zqFo+ ~“~,&z)~+(z)+ \k4&), (2.15) 
A+(z)~‘,_~(z)=z~-~F”+~ “-“‘+)@+(z)+ \Eg_,,pl(z). (2.16) 
It follows from the above that @‘,_ i(0) = qq_,,_ i(0). In order to determine 
* q-,,- i(O), multiply (2.16) by z 4-“[ r&.~)]-~B+(z) and apply the projector 
P q-W-l: 
0= p,_,_1”q-“[7q(z)] -+3+(z){ z~-~F,+ *qp,,_,(z)}. (2.17) 
It follows from Theorem 1.2 that det W,‘_,(q - n) # 0. Consequently, all the 
vector coefficients of qq_,_ i(z) including the free term can be expressed, in 
view of (2.17) in terms of F,,. The matrix of the linear operator which 
expresses qq_,,_ i(O) in terms of F, is identical to L,. Let 
zQ-“[Tq(z)]-‘B+(Z)= 2 A?,, 1-&<]Z(<l. 
i= -0~ 
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According to Theorem 4 from [2], we have 
Bll 
B, 
detL,=( -1)“. . 
B . . . -1 B ~q+m+l 
$ **. B-q+,,,+2 
. 
B B . . . -q+m -1 B -q+nr+I 
B -q+m+1 B, ... Bpq+nr+z 
x . 
-1 
= ( _ #4- *)s 
det Wl-,(q - n + 1) 
det W,t_,,(q - n> * 
Combining it with (2.12), we get 
det T,‘- 1( m) detWl_,,,(q-nfl) 
detTz(m) 
= ( _ 1)(9 nr)s 
det W,+_,,(q - n) ’ 
which shows that if (2.2) is true for some n > max{ 1, m}, then it remains 
true when n is replaced by R - 1. Thus (2.2) is true for n > max{ 1, m}. W 
In the “ -” case we have 
THEOREM 2.4. det T;(O) = det T; (0) for all n > 9. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let m > 0, n >, max{l,q - m}. Then 
detT;(m) =( -1) “““detT;(O)detW,;(n). 
REMARKS. The formula (2.2) in the case s = 1, m = 0, T(Z) = zq was 
derived in [3]. This formula is also contained in [5, 61 but in a different form. 
Theorem 2.1 was proved by Silbermann [4, 51 but in a different way. In [7] 
there was derived a formula for the determinant of a block Toeplitz band 
matrix [m = 0, ~q(x) = zq, A+(x) a polynomial matrix]. 
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